with customers. And, faced with such failure, it is scientists, not MBAs, who are most able to rethink their approach.
The NSF wants the I-Corps to solve two problems. First, support for entrepreneurs varies across the United States, from the deep experience in Silicon Valley and other high-tech clusters to much less in other areas. The I-Corps aims to spread 'best national practices' around the country. Second, the NSF wants to narrow the funding gap between the lab and venture capital. The I-Corps will move the best research forward to early-stage technology and customer development, at which point it can attract private investment.
Teams will participate in a three-month class, based on the Lean LaunchPad training our group developed in the Technology Ventures Program (http://stvp.stanford.edu) at Stanford University, California. I-Corps teams will build their products and get out of their labs to find potential customers and understand what they need. They'll learn how to find a business model to turn their research into a commercial success. Ultimately, we hope that they will license their intellectual property or launch a new business, after securing funds from strategic partners, investors or NSF programmes for small businesses. The response has been overwhelming. Open to any scientist who has received an NSF grant in the past five years, the I-Corps project has already received proposals ranging from medical sensors to terahertz field-effect transistors.
Scientists have a strong pedigree as entrepreneurs. Alongside Fairchild, the first three Silicon Valley companies to go public -Varian, Hewlett Packard and Ampex -were founded and run by scientists and engineers. They signalled that investment in technology companies could be very lucrative. In the following two decades, venture capital invested in hardware, software and silicon, and eventually in the life sciences. Few MBAs were involved. Scientists and engineers taught themselves to become marketeers, sales people and chief executives. And venture capitalists became comfortable with funding them.
The I-Corps is an experiment in reviving this culture and exploiting what US science and Silicon Valley are great at. If it works, it will change the way we bring discoveries ripe for innovation out of the university lab and into the business world, and it will be a shining beacon for other national programmes. Success will lead to more start-ups, products we couldn't imagine, and more new jobs. WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
